Thai Footnotes and Citations 2016
1. Book and Research Work
The first time a work is cited, always give the author’s full name as it appears on the
publication. (Do not include Mr., Dr., Prof., etc.) Use large and small capitals (AA). (same
applies to editor “ed.” or translator “trans.”)
If there are two authors, list both.
If there are more than two authors: First Author and list all of the author’s names, (or
use “et.al.”).
author, title of the book/research work, page cited, editor(s) name(s), eds. or translator(s)
name(s), trans., edition cited, year of publication.
Example in English: HAROLD W. FUSON, JR., TELLING IT ALL: A LEGAL GUIDE TO

THE

EXERCISE OF FREE SPEECH 57-58 (1995).

2. Periodical Materials including Newspapers and Journal Article
The first time a work is cited, always give the author’s full name as it appears on the
publication. (Do not include Mr., Dr., Prof., etc.)
author, title of the article, journal, journal issue/volume no. /page on which article
begins, span of specific pages, (date of publication), parenthetical describing content of
pages cited, occasion for writing the article (if any).
Example in English: Charles A. Reich, The New Property, 73 Yale L.J.733, 737-38, (1964),
(discussing the importance of government largess).
3. Newspaper
author, title of the newspaper article, newspaper name, date of issue as it appears on the
cover, the word “at”, first page of work. When appropriate, designate the work as an
Editorial, Op-Ed or Letter to the Editor, after the author’s name, but before the title.
Example in English: Nancy Regan, EDITORIAL, Just Say “Whoa”, WALL ST.J., JAN. 23,
1996, at A14.

4. Interviews
Interviewee, title, institutional affiliation of the interviewee, date of the interview.
Example in English: Interview with Patricia Keane, Editior-in-Chief, UCLA Law
Review, in L.A., Cal. (Mar. 2, 2000).

Repetitive References
1. Id. Where the reference is cited immediately after the one above)
2. Id. page Where there are other references coming in between the references cited
previously.
*************
Citations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thai references followed by foreign references
Use Arabic Numerals (why)
Capital letter required at the beginning (not includes injunction and preposition)
If there is no info of the venue of publication, put the acronym “n.p.”, and if there
is no date, then put the acronym “n.d.” (where?)

Thai Thesis (unpublished?)
author, year of publication, thesis title, degree of graduation, branch or area of graduation,
department, faculty, university.

